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relevant to the future of defamation law. It is suggested that the law is
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various elements of free speech and press freedom. The various aspects
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issues are discussed.Q: Breadth First Search in c I'm trying to write a

function BFS which executes a breadth first search in my linked list. This
is the code I have so far. static Node void breadthFirstSearch(struct node
*head) { head = head->next; printf("%d",head->data); if(head->next ==
't') { head->next = head->next->next ='t'; } if(head->abusive == 't') {
head->next = head->next; } } In the code, the goal is to execute a BFS
on a linked list, and using a BFS strategy. So the "task" of the program is
to print the first abusive to the end of the linked list, and check if every

node is abusiveor'', and after finding every node to and, change that
node from a to t. I'm having troubles in the final steps of the algorithm,

and would greatly appreciate some help, as I've tried many ideas, only to
have the runtime segmentation fault. Thank you! A: The problem is your
print function, when you add a next node check and it is not NULL first,

then you find one can not change to t, so it throws a segmentation fault.
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